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THE WAR:  “Escape Stations” Will Do Well

Recent Arbitrends suggest that Smooth Jazz, Soft AC and Classical stations 
maybe be increasing listenership.  Inside Radio (March 4) observes that some 
people may try to escape from the bad news about the war and the economy.  
While “news image” stations are expected to benefit in the Winter and Spring 
books, “escape” formats may grow as well -- for the opposite reason.  We 
recommend that Smooth Jazz stations largely stay the course in providing the 
benefits that listeners expect from us.    

THERE’S GOLD IN THE GRAY!

As recently as the 1980’s older Americans were so widely devalued in TV spots 
that the few who appeared in a positive light became household names:  Mrs. 
Olsen, the Folger’s Coffee lady; Mr. Whipple, protector of the Charmin; and 
Wilford Brimley, the Quaker spokesman.

Now prime time is full of 50-plus pitchmen.  Madison Avenue now recognizes that
older consumers represent a much more robust consumer market than once 
assumed.  They are already more affluent than their parents were.  Ken 
Dychtwald, author of “Age Power,” observes that the current 50-plus crowd, 
which is one third of the population, controls half of all discretionary income and 
two thirds of stock investments.

Today’s baby boomers stand to become richer by some five trillion dollars in 
inheritance that they’ve begun to receive from the World War II generation.  And
insurance company statistics show that it takes less than two years for the 
inheritance to be spent.  That’s a huge boost to disposable income. 

And the older population will become far larger.  The 75 million baby boomers 
are now age 39 to 57.  They will continue to swell the 35-64 demo, and then the 
retired population, for years to come.

As we know all too well, negative assumptions about older consumers have 
limited ad buys in the media that reach older demos.  But “Boomers will always 
be the adult teenagers of the 1960’s and 1970’s,” Phil Goodman of Boomer 
Marketing points out, “and they’ll never be called ‘Senior Citizens.’  No 
generation ever follows another in mindset, because of the differing social 



circumstances in which they were raised.”  The baby boomers and their parents 
have the widest generation gap in our history.

There’s plenty of evidence of this contrast.  Boomers are spending big on 
consumer electronics, including computers, high-definition TV’s and audio 
systems.  “The boomers weren’t raised with this technology, but they’re very 
active with it,” says demographer Tom Spencer.  “A lot of boomers are in a 
position now where they can afford it.”

Marketing experts are finding that the baby boomers are less brand-loyal and 
thus more receptive to sales pitches than their parents.  “They’re open to 
products that are cutting edge or top-of-the-line, that taste better or feel better or 
work better,” says Steve Moore, a spokesman for Claritas, a target-market 
research firm.  Unfortunately, many advertisers still prefer to change the brand 
loyalties of younger people.  Yet the youth market is shrinking. 
  
Like any generation boomers are searching for the fountain of youth, but now 
technology and income often let them achieve it.  And beyond the Viagra, face-
lifts, tummy tucks, teeth whiteners, laser eye surgery and health clubs, boomers 
are expected to continue spending heavily on travel, luxury cars, RV’s, vacation 
property, home remodeling, movies and restaurants, especially as their kids 
leave home.

There are challenges ahead, but the future is bright for Smooth Jazz and its 
affluent baby boomer audience.  

WE’VE BEEN DOING THIS ALL ALONG!

82% of those surveyed have said that it was “important” that radio air talent 
announce the title and artist of songs they play.  Paragon Media Strategies 
recently polled 407 listeners age 15-64 from all formats.  55% preferred 
“backsells” – done after a set of music has aired.  The study also reported that 
27% of respondents said radio is identifying songs less often, while only 14% felt 
that radio was doing it more often.

This is even more important for Smooth Jazz, where most of the music is 
instrumental and sometimes less familiar.  JRN’s Smooth Jazz has always 
back-announced all the tunes we play.  The only exception is our fill 
selections, which you will sometimes cover with local commercials.  But we even 
have those tunes handled, with the “What’s Playing Now” feature, available to 
your own website for free (see our February 2003 issue).  This song information 
is one of the top three requested features on station websites for all formats 
(along with streaming and local concert information), according to the 2000 
Edison Media Research/ Arbitron study on website content.



We also urge you to furnish our music logs (either on screen or on paper) to 
whomever takes calls from your listeners.  The logs are at www.jonesradio.net.  If
you’d like daily music logs e-mailed to you, contact Cheri Marquart at 
cmarquart@jonesradio.net.   
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